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Orientation. Note highly cleared landscape.
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Bunurong Coastal Reserve land reserve between Inverloch (Wreck Ck) and Cape Paterson, 
Bunurong Marine Park & Marine National Park – managing natural values. Note 
management strategies indicated by symbols
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Implications of this growth 
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Outlet of Ayr Creek has created ‘the lagoon’ since mass transport of sand from Surf Beach 
began. This slide paired with next 3 – think about water quality in lagoon impacted by land 
use & runoff in the small upstream catchment. What sort of activities would impact water 
quality? Ayr Creek stormwater management was for many years a barren rocky ‘basin’. 
Recent years with community volunteers runoff managed via more ponds, reeds to purify 
water, revegetation 
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At the end of summer or during a long dry period the lagoon is closed off from the ocean & 
becomes stagnant & smelly with algal blooms. Much discussion about what to do about 
water quality. Dredging to keep lagoon open to ocean (expensive, who pays?), ensure 
runoff from catchment is unpolluted…
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Many bird species, including endangered hooded plover use these beaches. The lagoon & 
sand build up in Anderson Inlet have created new habitat. Management of dogs an issue. 
As well as protecting eggs/chicks from cats, foxes, ravens…
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The Tarwin River entering Anderson Inlet. Note highly cleared catchment, poor water 
quality due to silt and nutrients washing off farmland. A levy bank was built around parts of 
Anderson Inlet here to prevent flooding of farmland
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Boardwalk  and walking track to Townsend Bluff installed 1995. Successful management 
has enhanced natural values
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Boat ramp, car park, pedestrians, fishers, jetty jumpers – complex area to manage
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Controversial pathway to be extended to the surf beach car park. The idea of encouraging 
more cycling & walking is great. Losing 2 metres of vegetation is not when up to 50  metres 
of the vegetation has been lost by erosion on the other side of the dunes. Alternative plan 
to make Surf Parade one way traffic would mean not vegetation would need to be 
removed.
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